
 
 
 

 
 

RE: OUR GENERAL RULES AROUND PHOTOGRAPHY PEOPLE, PLACES AND WILDLIFE 
 
 

Dear_________, 
 
Thank you for your interest in the _________________Photo Tour.  I can imagine you are getting very 
excited for the tour and the amazing photos you are going to take, however I feel it necessary to 
provide some guidance and general rules around what is and what is not acceptable when it comes to 
taking photos on the various tours we offer. 
 
RULE #1 - If it does not seem right, don’t take the photo.  For instance, if you see an image of a 
person or people experiencing poverty and you think it is harmful and ok to share on your 
Instagram, I am requesting that you not take the shot.  These people don’t choose the way they must 
live and thus we must be respectful.  There’s no room for “Poverty Porn”. 
 
RULE #2 – Always ask permission.  When out and about we will meet people from all walks of life.  
You might see something that is very interesting to you as these people are from a different culture 
but what seems strange or interesting to you is just normal for them.  Please ask permission, either 
from me, our tour guide who knows the culture or if possible, the person you are interested in.  If 
they say no, please respect that, thank them for their time and walk away.  If you plan to use the 
photos for stock sales, you must have a photo release signed and you must explain your intention to 
the person you are photographing. 
 
RULE #3 – We will not take photos of animals that are put in harm’s way, or that we have to pay to 
photograph.  This practice only exacerbates the practice of wildlife mismanagement, and the animals 
don’t benefit. 
 
RULE #4 – When visiting a temple, church or house of worship, not all places will allow you to take 
photos of the interior.  We will guide you, but in the case that this does not happen quickly enough, 
please ask our guide if we have permission to do so. 
 
RULE #5 – Cultural practices.  On our photo tours, we will immerse you into the local culture, 
whether it be a cooking lesson, dance lesson, and/or visit to the tribal community.  Always exhibit 
respect for their way of life, always ask for permission and please take the time to show them your 
photos on the back of your camera – I promise this will improve cultural relations and help you make 
a deeper connection.  Rule #2 applies here as well. 
 
RULE #6 – Selfies – Selfies are a normal part of our North American and/or European lives but in 
remote tribes this is not a common practice, so please be mindful and respectful of this and don’t take 
selfies where they are not warranted. 
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at any time.  My contact 
information ismailto:booking@triplefphototours.ca booking@triplefphototours.ca  or 416 697-5443.  
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I look forward to traveling with you and making this trip a memorable one!  
 
Best regards,  

Amina Mohamed 

Triple F Photo Tours 
booking@triplefphototours.ca 
Tel: 416 697-5443 
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